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ANXIETY CAN’T
BE IGNORED
“Float is the closest I’ve seen anyone
ever come to achieving pure perfection in
sequential storytelling.”
Derek Becker
Comic Pros & Cons Podcast
—
“Howie Noel bares all in this equally beautiful and challenging
tale of rising above the reach of anxiety and depression. Read
Float and you will be changed—for the better—forever.”

Dirk Manning

Writer of Tales of Mr. Rhee, Nightmare World, Write or Wrong

—
“An artistic and peculiar genius in manifesting the life and times
of the emotional lower self. There is no truer story.”

Buz Hasson

Co-creator of T
 he Living Corpse

It’s not something an
individual can just change
about themselvs. It’s a
constant fight, and a badge
of honor to survive.
I’ve always wanted to tell
the story of my battle with
my personal Glass Ceiling.
Since I was diagnosed
with anxiety, it’s been an
endless fight—and this
is my war cry. I wanted to
give it a voice and show no
shame. So many others
suffer from mental illness
and there’s a stigma
attached to it. This book
showcases this disorder
and its true effects.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL REVEALS THE TRUTHS ABOUT ANXIETY
New York, September 1, 2017 — In support of World Mental Health Day, award-winning illustrator Howie Noel will
release his latest graphic novel, Float, detailing his personal battle with anxiety at New York Comic Con.

Float, a semi-autobiographical graphic memoir with accompanying concept album by musician Victor Guest,
lays bear the impact anxiety has had on Noel’s life as a professional artist, husband and son. The 235%-funded
Kickstarter held last May will fund the books release in the United States.
The book is brought to life through raw storytelling and graphic, often abstract, illustrations that visualize the
constant struggle experienced by those with mental illness. Noel has found that talking about his anxiety with both
friends and professionals has helped him the most in overcoming its ever-present pull on his psyche.
“With this project, I’ve gone deeper than ever before. At times, it was disturbing. But only when we face our
fears and demons can we learn how to best them. People shouldn’t feel like they have to hide what they’re
feeling. We will never overcome anxiety’s effects if we’re constantly hiding from it,” said Noel.
The immense fan support Noel has received since January on social media and at YourGlassCeiling.com has
ignited the books release, with fans sharing incredibly personal stories about their own struggles with mental
illness. Noel has been featured on numberous podcasts and recently was featured on BleedingCool.com, a popular
comic review site.
Noel hopes to help others by speaking openly and honestly about the difficulties of mental illness and anxiety to
generate awareness and broader acceptance so that people who may feel lost can find the support and help they
need.
ABOUT HOWIE NOEL
Noel is a professional illustrator and caricature artist. His commercial work includes clients such as T-Mobile, Dave
& Busters, Troma, National Eye Institute, CBS Radio and TheWalkingDead.com. As both writer and illustrator, Noel
has produced four graphic novels, three single-shot comics and a webcomic for which he has received a number of
awards including Wizard Magazine Top 50 Indie Comics, Best New Comic WCRCA Peoples Choice Award and Best
Independent Comic Artist at the Spacie Awards. He also contributes as illustrator on comic issues for publishers
such as Devil’s Due, Dynamite and Image/Shadowline, and has illustrated two childrens books.
Since 2010, when Noel was diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder, he has worked to help others by creating
awareness and sharing his story.

MEDIA CONTACT: Shelley Noel | +1 410.504.3211 | float@yourglassceiling.com

COUVERTURE / COVER

The story begins at the end ... and the beginning, because mental illness is a never ending cycle of failures and
triumphs.
In the beginning, I was Me. A pure, new being. But as I grew, life compounded my anxiety—shaping it and making it
stronger. I became the Worm, and though I started out with beautiful wings, I saw myself as a failure and lost them.
The meat plow arrives, symbolizing my early adulthood and it’s trials. Though I try to survive, I cannot avoid the
grind of life and anxiety takes hold.
David is introduced through a memory of an important conversation and we see him in his therapist’s office. They
discuss a new treatment, one that takes him to the island of Destino. Weaved throughout David’s waking life is the
voice of anxiety, attempting to disrupt his normal life at every opportunity.
On the plane ride to the island, David experiences an anxiety attack and we see first hand the terror in the depths.
Upon arrival at the island, everything appears beautiful on the surface, but strange details cause us to question
the truth of the place. Treatment seems to be going well, despite Anxiety’s constant interruptions. But when David
finds a letter in a bottle on the shore, reality violently breaks through. The facade is cracking and David tries to
recede again into a place of safety and illusion.
The character of Me in my art studio is woven throughout the story. A glass ceiling hangs above me, preventing me
from reaching my full potential.
Back on the island, David meets an enchanting woman at the resort bar who shows him a secret cave. It is in this
cave that David realizes that he is the Worm, and he is Me. All three characters converge as I shatter the Glass
Ceiling in my studio, refusing to let Anxiety rule any longer.
But Anxiety will not let go. A terrible battle ensues and Anxiety feeds lies to David, trying to change his memories
and turn his world against him. Only when David realizes that they are lies, and remembers the truth that his wife is
waiting for him, that he has people who love and want him back, does he triumph and destroy Anxiety.
In the calm that follows the triumph, the Worm re-grows his wings and I am back at my drawing desk. The story
ends with David, in the water, discovering the only way to not be dragged into the depths, is to float.

Format:
Graphic Novel
100 pages
Full color

Full Credits:
Howie Noel - Writer, Artist, Coloring, Lettering
Shelley Noel - Art Director, Lettering
Leah Lederman - Editor
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DAVID
Our main character, David is exceedingly handsome
according to Hollywood standards. He has a strong chin
and jawline, he has a full head of blonde hair and a six
pack of abs. David’s superficial perfection is the ideal of
what we want to be—a projection of ourselves that is
unattainable—and a major factor that continually drives
us into the depths of anxiety and depression.

THE WORM
The Worm is you and I and David. The Worm is how we
see ourselves at our worst, and he was born to suffer.
Once he had beautiful wings, but Anxiety set them on fire.
The Worm’s desperate projection of ourselves keeps us
down and holds us back from seeing the truth or reaching
our dreams. I draw David and David draws the worm.

ME
Me is the true self, and the hardest for those with mental illness
to reconcile with. Only when we clear the projections and ideals
can we see clearly, and move forward in a healthier place.
I am me. And I am David. And I am the Worm.
And I am Anxiety.
This is my story.

CHARACTERS / PERSONNAGES

ANXIETY
Once just a voice inside my mind, Anxiety is now real. A physical being formed by my
blood and pain. He is a seductive and charismatic rock star, both domineering and
attractive. I always fall for him. His ideas, though far-fetched and ridiculous, sound so
good to me at the time.
The symbol of anxiety appears throughout the book as he speaks to me in my head.
It’s a symbol both of the condition and the strength it takes to fight it.

CHARACTERS / PERSONNAGES

PROMOTIONAL IMAGES / IMAGES PROMOTIONNELLES

Born with a strong conviction to become a cartoonist and tell stories through visual medium, Howie Noel would
draw Garfield, Snoopy and Dick Tracy endlessly growing up. In high school he created his first comic strip, The
Boonies, published in the school paper. After graduating from Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York, Howie created
his first graphic novel, Mr. Scootles, published in 2008. Mr. Scootles was named by Wizard Magazine as one of
the top 50 indie comics in 2004 and 2005. His single edition, Vincent: Painter of Death, released in 2008 and was
followed by the launch of Tara Normal in 2009. Originally released as a webcomic, Tara Normal garnered numerous
awards including Best New Comic 2009 by the WCRCA Peoples Choice Awards, and Best Paranormal Comic
2010 by Haunt Jaunts. The series has continued in print form with two follow up graphic novels, and is available on
Amazon. In 2016, Noel was awarded Best Independent Comic Artist at the Spacie Awards.
In addition to his own work, Noel has collaborated as an artist and colorist on projects including An Inability to Cope
for Image Comics, the Doodle Bug and Laser children’s book series and guest artist for webcomics Multiplex and
Gutters. He has also done work for TheWalkingDead.com.
Noel is also a professional illustrator and caricature artist. His commercial work includes clients such as T-Mobile,
Dave & Busters, Troma, the United States government and CBS Radio.
Since 2010, when Noel was diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder, he has worked to help others by creating
awareness and sharing his history. His latest graphic memoir, Float, will release on World Mental Health Awareness
Day in October 2017.
Twitter: @hcnoel
Instagram: @howienoel
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hcnoel
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/hcnoel
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